
FleetConnected Report 2.0
FleetConnected, the TIP Insight telematics platform, has been updated and now boasts 10 new or 
enhanced reports in its reporting suite, FleetConnected Reports. With the introduction of FleetConnected 
Reports 2.0, which is automatically available to existing TIP Insight users, fleet management teams will 
benefit from the ‘insights’ that the reports provide, when it comes to managing their trailer fleets.

In addition to being created ‘on demand’, each report can be scheduled to run daily, weekly or monthly, 
meaning limited intervention is required in order to get regular information to a users’ inbox, and each 
report clearly identifies trailers by fleet number, TIP unit number or licence number.



Users can even set each report up so that any new trailers that are added to or removed from fleet are 
automatically captured in the report, with the ‘All Trailers That I Follow’ feature.

Standstill Trailer Report – enables users to identify ‘sitting’ trailers and their location. This facilitates 
improved utilisation of assets by being able to optimise their location. Position can be reported in relation 
to nearest point-of-interest (POI), nearest village, town or city or latest geofence alert.

Time in Geofencing Report - enables users to analyse ‘dwelling’ times for a trailer at a geofenced location 
over a selected period of time. Users can identify excessive dwelling times at a location and benefit from 
increased operating efficiencies. The report details every movement at each geofence, complete with 
geofence entrance date / time, exit date / time and duration within geofence.



Detailed Journey Report – enables users to analyse the activity of their fleet over a selected period of 
time and benefit from cost efficiencies, whilst helping to improve their own customer service and 
compliance performance. The report provides data such as departure location date/time, destination 
location date/time, driving/idling/total durations and distance travelled. It also includes data such as 
average speed, door close / open status, axle load and load factor (& capacity).



Yard Check Report - enables users to conduct a ‘yard check’ remotely and save time compared to the 
physical checks often conducted, often on a daily basis. Reports on EBS status, battery status, odometer 
mileage, reefer status, door open / close status and so on.



Distance Driven by Axle Load Report – enables users to analyse their fleet utilisation by identifying 
‘empty’ miles and the load factor to achieve higher asset utilisation and profitability, whilst reducing their 
carbon footprint. Report displays kilometers travelled and axle load per trailer in 5-ton increments. Average 
axle loads per trailer for the reporting period is also calculated based on the total distance travelled.

Summarised Activity Report – enables users to analyse multiple activities for each trailer over a user-
defined period and compare the under / over performance of those activities between trailers in the fleet. 
It shows a summary of distance driven, start & end location, driving duration, idling duration, average axle 
load while driving, door open duration and reefer on duration.



Day Summary Journey Report – provides the same information as ‘Summary Activity Report’ but on a 
day-to-day basis for the user-defined period. For each trailer, it enables users to analyse daily trends for 
multiple activity parameters showing a summary of distance driven, start & end location, driving duration, 
idling duration, average axle load while driving, door open duration and reefer on duration. Under / over 
performance of activities can be compared between trailers in the fleet.



Offline Status Report - enables users to identify and analyse defective loss of telematics coverage, either 
permanently or momentarily, and preventing real-time visibility. It shows an overview of when there was a 
gap in data transmission together with timestamps and other relevant data, such as battery voltage, signal 
quality, door status, weight difference and distance driven.



Reefer Utilisation Report – enables users to analyse the operating hours of refrigeration units on 
temperature-controlled vehicles. It shows a summary of the total amount of operating hours, split by 
energy source (diesel or electric). A bar chart accompanying the data shows the percentage of diesel or 
electric hours in the period per trailer versus the trailer with the highest amount of diesel or electric hours 
in the period.



Door Sensor Report – enables users to check the date and time that doors were opened and closed and 
to see the door open duration. In addition, the axle load at time of door open and close, along with related 
temperatures (the latter requiring FleetBeat Cooler to be fitted) are shown.



FleetConnected Reports is the primary feature enabling our telematics customers to make better decision 
and increase competitiveness through advanced analytics.



TIP Insight Customer Support is available for FleetConnected Reports 2.0. In case of any issues, please 
contact TIP Insight Customer Support at https://www.tipeurope.com/tip-insight-customer-support.


Here’s the highlights :-


